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Pig. I. Paths of two Lubbock tornadoes with distance traveled in miles. The first tornado moved over the 
northeast section of the city between 8:10 and 8:45 pm. The second, a giant tornado, struck the downtown 
area around 9:45 pm. Directions of damaging winds are  shown by short arrows. 
in the path of a suction spot which moved around the core of the first tornado. The 
wind speed and the pressure effects to produce this damage will be estimated later 
through structural analyses (Fig. 3). 
Tornado Suction Spots 
The term "suction spot" was first introduced by Fujita (1967) who concluded that a 
number of cycloidal marks left in a corn field were caused by three to five spots 
where the suction effects of a tornado were concentrated. The size of each suction 
spot was only about 1/20 of the diameter of the tornado's core. In some respects, 
these suction spots resemble convective towers around the eye of a hurricane, 
because the vertical motion around the ey,e is not uniformly distributed but is 
concentrated inside several towers rotating around the fringe of the eye. There are 
evidences that suction spots are  in a state of slow rotation while moving around the 
fringe of a tornado core, where the rotational wind of a tornado as a whole reaches 
a maximum. 
h e  Second Tornado, A Giant Tornado , 
To inspect the damage caused by the second Lubbock tornado, the major one 
which originated in the downtown area, the author.made an aerial survey from a 
helicopter. He made an intensive search for damage patterns which could be 
related to the paths of suction spots. During a few'liours of .surveying, a large 
1 
number of semicircular patterns of severe damage %ere . . observed which .could 
have been caused by suction spots akound the core of the skcond tornado. U t e r ,  
when the locations of occurrence of the 28 ba ths  due to the tornado were plotted 
on a map with suction spot paths, a remarkable coincidence was found; al-1 deaths 
and fatal injuries except one, or 9556 of all fatalities, occurred along the path 
of suction spots which may be called a suction swath' or. suction mark (Fib.. 4). 
The pattern of suction swaths of the tornado as it moved over the downtown 
area consisted of concentric semicircles, sugiesting that the storm's core shrank 
very rapidly from a diameter of about 2 miles to 0.4 mile while the rotational 
wind speed increased due to the shrinking core diameter. 
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An observer's sketch of the echo seen on the AN/FPS-77 radar scope at  
Reese AFB clearly indicated a hook echo spiraling around a core with a diameter 
of one mile and centered to the northwest of the Great Plains Life Building. At 
that time, the spiral echo was about 11 miles from Reese AFB. A few minutes 
earlier, at 9:35 pm, the Lubbock Weather Bureau radar picked up the same hook 
echo encircling some 180 degrees around the circulation :\ . center. The hook echo was 
tracked until 9:50 'prn, at  which time i t  was too near the radar station to be seen on 
the scope. 
The tornado made a gradual left turn and the core diameter shrank to about 
0.4 mile as the tornado center was moving in a westward direction. Meanwhile, the 
tornado weakened considerably, thus losing most of its intense suction spots. Upon 
reaching Y-lversity Avenue and 4th Street, the center reversed its course by 180 
degrees and headed eastward, then east northeast while it reintensified into a 
destructive storm. After leaving swaths of devastating darnagq the storm headed 
toward the north northeage: ""'" ' - >, fv < A 8 TC~?C?! ><> -'I C ' b  *. nq ):* PAW'? 
I b , q&.y5 ; - I  ! 
According to the author's estimate, the tornado center passed in a north 
h ,=I2 >-,.,,-- A -,;I 
northwesterly direction over the Weather ~ u r b a u  where a-m'inimurn sea level 
pressure of 996.9 mb was recorded (Fig. 5). The estimated translational speed 
of the tornado as it  traveled from Lubbock proper (9:35 prn) to the Airport wind 
tower (10 :03 pm) was 21 mph along a curved path with a loop. Using this , & -I.  .:P;: - & I  >: 
translational speed, the time scale in the pressure chart was converted into a 
space scale. It can be seen that the low pressure field surrounding the tornadc 
was approximately 10 L--lies in diameter. The bes t-fit pressure field of a Rankine 
?ortern implies #at the pressure instae me 0.4 mile tornado core should have been 
much lower than that indicated by the pressure trace. The core diameter of the 
tornado vortex as  it moved over the Weather Bureau was between 0.3 and 0.4 mile. 
Suction-spot paths were found on both north and south sides of the Weather Bureau, 
without breaking any windows. 
Weather Situation 
On 11 May 1970 the sky over Lubbock was clear until around 3-00 prn CDT. Dew- 
point temperatures were near 40°F which is too low to support any severe convective 
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Fig. 6. AiS and dewpolnt temperatures and cloud cover reported by she Lubbook Weather / .  
Bureau on,ll May 1970. The station is 5 miles i '  north-northeast of doyntown area. The two 
hail periods began shortly before the two tornadoes struck. I : 
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activity (Fig. 6). By 4:00 pm some cumuli with bases at 8000 feet had developed and 
scattered cirrus at 30,000 feet was observed but there was no indication of major 
vertical development until near 6:00 pm when towering cumuli were seen in all 
quadrants. By 7:00 prn cumulonibi were observed to the south and distant north 
northeast . 
An enlarged ATS-III picture with superimposed dewpoint isotherms in dashed 
lines and surface winds at 7:00 pm reveals that the moist air from the Gulf was 
pushing north northeastward with a front extending from western Texas and central 
Kansas to Iowa (Fig. 7). A southwesterly flow of dry air from central Mexico 
extended as far north as central Kansas, thus producing a marked moisture gradient 
along the moisture front. T'he difference between these dry a& moist air masses is 
seen clearly in the Amarillo and Midland soundings taken at 7:00 pm CDT. Lubbock 
is located halfway between these two stations. Over Amarillo there was a dry - 
adiabatic layter of 4 2 ' ~  potential temperature extending up to 13,000 f t  MSL, but with 
the condensation level at 16,000 ft. ,cumulus growth was prohibited in this dry air. 
Over Midland, however, the moist air from the Gulf extended up to 10,000 ft. MS L, 
showing a uniform potential temperature of 41°c and a condensation level at 11,000 ft. 
MSL. Under these conditions the virtual temperature of the moist air will exceed 
that of the dry air aloft by receiving a small amount of heat from the underlying 
' 
ground. A sli&t topographic lifting of the moist air over western Texas will result 
in a vigorous overturning along the leading edge of the moisture front. 
ATS - I11 Pi ctures 
May 11 was selected as a day of activity for the "Tornado Watch Experiment" 
which was conducted jointly by NASA and ESSA during the tornado season of 1970. 
Thus the ATS-I11 was programmed to take pictures at 11-min intervals during the 
daylight hours. A sequence of 62 pictures was obtained and then enlargement of 
the area was made into pictures of highest possible resolution. Those taken at 6:00, 
7:00, and 890 pm CDT (Fig. 8) are shown with superimposed surface reports. 
A distance scale in each picture shows that we can see 2- to 3-mile size clouds. A 
front between the dry air to the northwest and the moist air to the southeast is 
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Fig. 8. Three satellite pictures showing the development of the 
Lubbock tornado cloud. Upper pict~ire has a superimposed one 
degree latitude-longitude grid. The advandng front of moist air 
from the Gulf is indicated as "moist front. " Each wind barb equals 
5 knots. (8X enlargement satellite pictures by NASA) 
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These pictures did @ow, nonetheless, 2 ' .L that th'? firstsLubbock ' L  F . ! , . ?  tornado ,,:. . cloud . , a . 
originated shortly I ,  after 6:00 pm.some .. . 25 miles . to the L , south 3 oi Lubbock, i 15 to 20 miles 
, -; f 3 ' 
behind the moist front moving n o r m s t .  The' storm cloud did not form, as in many I 
cases, in a region where warm moist air was plowed by advancing cold air. Instead, 
I - , .  , 
. I .C ,! . , ' .I ; 
it orginated just behind an advancing moist , .  . front . wi& . small temperature difference 
between the two air masses. 
WSR-57 RBdar Pictures 
Amarillo was the only WSR-57 radar station near enough to the tornadic activity 
to detect the Lubbock storms. A collection of radar scope pictures at 30-min 
intervals reveals that there was no echo from the expected location of the storm cloud. 
At 6:30 pm the radar shows a rapidly growing echo to the south of Lubbock, 
which changed into a double-celled structure by 7:00 pm. At this time the northern 
edge of the echo was only a few miles from Lubbock. By 8:00 pm the major echo and 
two smaller ones to the west-southwest had split forming three echo pairs. The 
location of the first tornado is shown in the 8:30 and 9:00 pn pictures in small circles. 
There were no characteristic hook echoes visible in these pictures because of the 
great distance of the storm from Amarillo (Fig. 9). 
- .  
Between 9:00 and 10:30 prn a sighificant echo convergence took place. This is 
approximately the time of occurrence of the second tornado, the devasting Lubbock 
1 .  
storm. During this period ail small echoes to the southwest of the major echo 
converged to the nearly stationary major one. It has been known that echo convergence 
and even echo collision take place at the time of tornado occurrences, a similar 
pnenomenon in this case might be described bysaying that the "Lubbock storm echo 
swallowed all small echoes to the southwest. 1 T 
After 11:OO pm some of the echo motions began to show signs of rotation. So 
seen in the midnight picture, there are two definite circulations about 50 miles in 
diameter. A third one with a smaller diameter is also seen in the picture. At this- 
time, however, the transition from the initial appearance of the Lubbock tornado 
echo to this circulation is not clear. 
A radar thin line which appears along the line of large refractive index 
gradient is clearly visible in k e s e  radar pictures ,taken between 7:00 pm and midnight. 
Its location corresponds to the line of small cummuli in the ATS-111 pictures. Due to 
their relatively shallow depth, thin lines can be seen only within about 50 miles from 
the radar station. 
As has been pointed out by Fujita (1965) and Browning (1964), a hook echo can be 
effectively seen only when it is near to a radar operated at low elevation angles. If we 
Pig. 9. WSR-57 scope piChlres MKen by AmafllSo dl&thei:-Burea". Small ct+cles in 8i.Xfmdl9:~1 pn , 
pictures indicate loc&Eo~s of first m m d o  and tn 9:45 iihd I0100 p'n piccures &hat of second tornado. 
Note hat &e echo pattern began showing .large vortex qotiori &e*hout after disslption of sealnd 
-. . 
intend to use PPI radars for tornado warning based upon hook-echo detection, it will 
be necessary to @perate a radar station within 50 miles of cities in tornado alleys. 
~ u c c e ~ s f u l  detection of hook echoes by the >Lubbock Weather Bureau and Reese AFB 
personhel lead td immediate tornado warnings. It should also be noted that large 
circulation echoes su7& as seen?in the midnight picture did not produce tornadoes. 
Tornado-producing hook echoes usually have an eye of no more than 3 miles in 
diaheter, *around whidh a hook encircles. 
I Estimated Windspeeds from Suction Swaths 
. . 
. Th&rfaveling . . s p e d  of suction spots as they move around a tornado core 
4, 
represqnts the.rofational,speed of the'storm. For a tornado with core diameter, D, 
traveling speed, U, and funnel rotational speed, V, the distance, S, between suction 
swaths measured along 'the path of the tornado center is given by. $9 
?, 
u*t= 7,- 3 G v  - \  * 
I ,  . 
w6e;re*- t is tihe time required for a specific suction spot to make one complete 
rotat ip  around the to&ado core. Fujita I -  (1967) and Fujita, ~raclhky,  and Va~~Thullenor 
. . 
(197a): reported that there were 3 to 5 suctiod spots moving around a <  tornado 'core. 
If the narmbei of &'e111~ distributed suction spots aromd the core is n,' the rotational 
4. 
I 
speed, V, of a friarieI can be expressed by 
. . 7.r-L) v= 
,s . - r. \ 
A large number of suktion swaths were fo&d in the area of ,the second tornado, but, for 
an example, there s&6ton swaths just north of Kent St. are' shorn along with the 
path af the tornado center (Fig. 10). The distance between e e s e  suction swaths was 
. I *  
about 150 meters while the core diameter as determined from the shape of these swaths 
was 650 meters. Assuming the traveling speed of the tornado to be 21 mph, the 
rotational speed of the funnel is now given by 
Since the exact number of suction spots is not known, a reasonable rotational 
speed must be selected between 290 mph and 145 rnph because 97 mph, which corresponds 
related to distance of s tructurfpfr~~ tornado:~e;iti?r. @icnire by I@-=) ... '' , '  * I .  
- 1 
1 .  t 
Fig. il. Piie of biicks located near &tern ed& of a 9uction swath. dctuie 
taken looking south. I? t '  - . '  . 
to n = 3, seems to be too low to cause such destruction as was observed in the area. 
At location A, everything from two houses except the concrete foundations were 
disintegrated and carried some 200 feet into the field. Five persons were killed at 
this location. At location 13, a large pile of construction bricks was at the eastern 
edge of a suction swath. A close-up picture of the pile looking south shows that the 
bricks were blown off from both ends, leaving a wake-flow pattern (Fig. 11). 
22 
Other Suction Spot Damage ,d 1 I.. - . 
4. #,% - 
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,.* 1 .... 1;. y.;": There nave often been reports of train derailments due to tornado winds. A very good example of the impact of a suction spot is  illustrated by the chain of 
15 freight cars which were on a railroad siding near Goodpasture, Inc. at the north 
edge of the town (Fig. 12). The final positions of the cars clearly indicate the 
path of a strong suction spot which moved from the lower left corner of the grain 
storage building to a demolished house on the left edge of the picture. Cars I and J 
were carried as far as 70 meters off the tracks. 
From a spot north of this train an empty fertilizer tank weighing 16 tons 
traveled somehow to a spot 890 meters away (Fig. 13). Thereawere evidences that 
the tank moved on the ground 190 m from its impact point to final resting point. A 
close examination of aerial-photographs failed to find more than one impact point 
along the expected path of the tank. It -is likely that thk tank was airborne for a 
distance of 700 meters, crossing over US 87, a four-lane highwaf'. 
Within one block of the location where a woman died after being swept out of 
her house and wrapped in flying sheetmetal, a tree w k  found standing "dressed-up" 
with pieces of sheet metal (Fig. 14). 
The Goodpasture, Inc. k a i n  elevator is located on the southwest edge of a 
suction swath. Five of the circular tops to the clindrical grain bins were lifted and 
collapsed against the median supers tmcture between :the bins (Fig. 15). These tops Fig. 13. A 16-ton empty ferttlizer tank beUeved to have been airborne 
through a distance of 700 meters ahd then rolled 190 meters to its fins1 were made of 10-inch thick concrete. Beginning at the bottom of the picture it shows 
that the first bin was empty, the second was 95% ful l  with grain visible in the picture, 
resting (Picme and information supplied by Dr. J. A. Shyahan, 
Bechtel corporation, San Francisco) . 
the third top was not lifted, and the fourth through sixth were empty and were lifted. 
If the lifting was the result of the expdnsjim of in-storage air, the one which was 95% 
' $ 1  \.-* . - 'r 
r , , . .  ' 
ful l  should not have behavgd l&e the e&ptySones. A closer examination and ' 
- f 
8 ,>. I ,: 7 
engineering analysis of thes e 'elevator @6rage bins are  highly recommended. 
r ~ . . :  - .  , . 
9 *. - 1 :  
.. 7 '4 - ~ o o d e f j  shack in Torhado 
.. - 
. 1 4 ,,- - (.i,@* 
A small wooden shack in a*qr*ect p&h. of the second tornado was found to be 
1 _.-. C 
- * v- .' 
practically undamaged becaus e i t  &s 'i$~ndii%~ . -  .. - between s uc don swaths. A panomrnic 
picture from southwest thkough nor$hed&t&w$, - .  from lkft to right, three buildings 
with increasing structural strength; + , - ,a %&o"deP- shack, a f r ~ e  house, and a block 
I* ;, . % .  
church (Fig. 16). After t$e passa$&,of x ,  tgrnadp, the damage $ to Pese three 
structures was exactly odposite yo:&* wp@ be expected from constructural ! ( *  . ? . / - ,  U 
strength. The block chur-ch was:9~$'+s@o~~d, A ,. 
A _* - 
the frwk house had damage to the 
s .  ,I , - =4c,. % 6 - * 
roof and broken windows ,' while the pi' g o a h  . I  . s h k k  h a t  co@d have,been destroyed 
easily by 100 mph winds was nearly ,&ee i; -Qf %, , @&i$le - , - > <  damagg, The mystery is how the 
.< :$$;;t<?' 
wind, pressure , and rate' of pressiik; chapw&hi& aced-mpanied the very destructive 
. - . . 
' .;ur,,,c--r;,-, 7-fl > \  
second Lubbock tornado failed to @n$$&e c a  !, -A I~  .- a;@o&c$ih,shrs& 20,~ated at the httom of 
$ -r c-:;; . - 
the boundary layer of the at&sphd&'& &the tqfnado rpoakd right over it. This 
! (9' .,>- 
, j'" '.:;$p;S' ' 1  
evidence along with s evefal Gthers . p l g i ~ q ~ e d -  . F ~ ,  1 . t ; '  dv~ing .... the swvey of the entire damage area 
. -.* t -,,p.t ' :  ,jab- \ - 
suggest that the full effects d the &I@ , 9 -2- forces> . ! press ul& ,drop are inside the s ucdon &?$: ,*-. - r .  , . 
L- <- 4; 
spots with horizontal, dimensihns at 1 ,  ,$eag+< 3 O ~ W ~ ~ Q B Z  of magnitude smaller than those 
. . @  - 
. . ,"A 4 .  
1' , -  % 
-- 
Pig. 14. #L tree "dressed-up" with strip of sheet metal. Note that the upper part of tree was 
debarked. 
of the parent tornado core. < .  A . - -' t 1 '  - .  
A' - 
- J d&y.2, .-- - - :' ' 
Due to the small size and fa$ &av+i@g speed,d:s~uction spots, the rate of change 
- t_. 2 A-,. I- . i . -  ^ ,  f 
. %, .L-- .. .,& . 
in pressure must be at  least 10 tim-e<,g?eixta thaa *$-had been previously computed Let  IF 
, -  
a >  %,.,-,# , A * &  
from pressure profiles of tornadoes and&@!!itraveling, , ,. ;C - speed. 
:' Conclus id$iJsp&d Recommenilations 
- i ' ~LJ,: ' 
Although the pesent fi4dings b$We agt$Qr will teq;re some revisions in light 
: ,I -. -% ; 
of further research on the ~ ibbock  $ I  torn$ii~es,~ . - Iistsof tept.&ive conclusions will be of 
value to those who are interested in , violbnt toqiadoes; 
Fig. 15. Lifted tops of grain storage bins at Goodpasture, Inc. 
Tops were made of 10-inch thick concrete and had a diameter of 33 feet. Note 
that the second one was 95% filled with grain while others damaged ones were 
=w"Y. 
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(1) The devastating ' L L I ~ ~ O C ~  't6rnado was p ie~edkd  by a weak tornado acting 
as a forerunner. A relatikely lar& .area should' be i&uded in the 
"Tornado 'Warning" issued by the Weather Bureau because destructive 
, storms-may > occur anywhere in the ?ic&ity. This recommendation It, i t  i t '  I was 
i l i '  < I . ,  ' L  , - 
' made'by ~ c ~ r a b b  (1970). 
(2) The Lubbock tornado Cloud &eveloped jtis t h i  a dorthwestward. Wvancing 
moist front with little temperature difference across the front.' Upper9 
9 I 
level conditions were not adequate to support the formation of a tornado 
outbreak such as the Palm sunday 1965 storms. . 
(3) The specially enlarged ATS-111 ,.. pictures by NASA were useful, in 
determining the features and location of the advancing moisture fronx .as 
well as the localizedintense convective systems in their early stages. 
For continuous day-and-night s t o m  wztch coverage; an1 'infrared ,camera 
system is highly desirable. 
(4) The weather radars at Reese AFB and Lubbock Weather Bureau detected 
the tornado-bearing hook echoes. A complete analysis of the WSR-57 
radar pictures from Amarillo is likely to establish the mechanisms for 
the development and growth of the mesocyclones forming immediately after 
the dissipation of the second Lubbock tornado. 
(5) The majority of deaths and fatal injuries due to the tornado occurred along 
the suction swaths inside the second tornado. However, a wooden shack 
located between two distinct suction swaths escaped damage when the 
tornado moved over it. 
(6) A suction spot will be accompanied by an excessive rate of pressure change 
because of its small size and fast traveling speed. The rate is likely to be 
one order of magnitude larger than that computed from the pressure 
profile and movement of the tornado as a whole. 
(7) A survey of the structural damage over the entire affected area should be 
made in an attempt to estimate the effect of wind, pressure, and rate of 
pressure change. This effort should be combined with the meteorological 
aspects and fine structure of the tornadoes. 
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